
Offer breaks and movement.
Provide sensory/fidget tools

when not engaged in hands-on
learning

Tips to Support  Learners with
Neurodiversities

Create a routine so
that the learner knows

what to expect to
reduce stress

 
Support Transitions:

prepare the learner
with reminders that the

activity is going to
switch/change

Become a Team! 
Embrace inter-

dependence and working
together 
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Think Brain, Not Behaviour:
Remember this learner has brain

differences that affects their
behaviour. Find out what

strategies work best for them.

Use visual cues and keep
instructions repetitive and  simple

 
Provide concrete examples and

offer hands-on learning. Teach by
'showing and doing' through

observation and practice.
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Celebrate and Foster
Strengths: 

Find out what the learner
enjoys doing or is good at.

Incorporate this into
instruction, breaks and
other ways of learning

and doing.

Be Flexible:
Take the learner's lead. Be open to

plans changing or needing to reduce
the workload/outcomes depending on
the energy and self regulation of the

learner.



Reduce Stimuli:
Neurodiverse learners are often over-

stimulated by sound, light and other sensory
information. Provide  low-stimuli breaks when

needed and offer assistive devices such as
headphones, natural light and fidgets. This

includes less talking/silence at times.

Give frequent reminders
Check for comprehension by the learner
Match expectations with ability

Be a 'Coach'
Support the learner with social skills and

reminders for what the expectations are in a
way that they learn and do best

FASD and other Neurodiversities
are often 'invisible' 

We cannot look at someone and know
they have a disability. Practice using
compassionate eyes toward others.
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Personalize Support:
Learners with FASD

and other
neurodiversities often

experience an
increased stress

response. 
Help reduce stress by
using  these quick tips.

It's important to be
responsive to the

individual needs and
strengths of the

person. 

Promote Dignity & 
 Inclusion:

Help other learners and
adults understand this
person has a disability

that is out of their
control. Support repair

when appropriate.
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Reduce Barriers:
Adapt, adjust and offer support!  

When you recognize a barrier that is impeding a
learner's ability to fully participate and belong,

make it accessible! 
This includes rethinking and adjusting policies!

Support diversity! 


